Dbp9p, a member of the DEAD box protein family, exhibits DNA helicase activity.
The yeast Dbp9p is a member of the DEAD box family of RNA helicases, which are thought to be involved in RNA metabolism. Dbp9p seems to function in ribosomal RNA biogenesis, but it has not been biochemically characterized. To analyze the enzymatic characteristics of the protein, we expressed a recombinant Dbp9p in Escherichia coli and purified it to homogeneity. The purified protein exhibited RNA unwinding and binding activity in the absence of NTP, and this activity was abolished by a mutation in the RNA-binding domain. We then characterized the ATPase activity of Dbp9p with respect to cofactor specificity; the activity was found to be severely inhibited by yeast total RNA and moderately inhibited by poly(U), poly(A), and poly(C) but to be stimulated by yeast genomic DNA and salmon sperm DNA. In addition, Dbp9p exhibited DNA-DNA and DNA-RNA helicase activity in the presence of ATP. These results indicate that Dbp9p has biochemical characteristics unique among DEAD box proteins.